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Login to the Reporting tool

Access your live account

https://reporting.elavonpaymentgateway.com
Enter your Client ID, Username and Password
and click “Sign In”.

Access the Customer Page

CUSTOMERS

Click on “Customers” on the left hand side menu.
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The Customer section is not configured by default on
Elavon merchant accounts. If you cannot access the
Customer section, please contact the Elavon Payment
Gateway support team.
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View Stored Cards
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From the Customer page, click on the number of stored
cards. This is the total number of cards you have stored.
You can also click on either the number of Expiring or Expired
Cards. This will filter teh Stored Cards screen by expiring or
expired cards.
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View Stored Cards

The stored cards screen shows you all of your stored cards.

You can view the list of stored cards in three different
ways. You can view by all cards, by expiring cards or by
expired cards.
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You can sort the list of stored cards by last transaction
date and card creation date, i.e. the date you saved that
particular card.
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Each card has it’s corresponding customer information
above it, as well as the number of cards you have
stored for that particular customer.
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Generate Report

GENERATE REPORT
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Click on “Generate Report” to create a report based on the
data on screen.
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A success message will be generated and to download the
report, go to the Reports section
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Once your report is complete, click on the download link on the
right.
The report will contain all of the information stored about a
customer and their stored cards in a csv format.
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Your report will download to your preferred browser location.

A report generated from the Customer section will be
titled Customer Report in the Reports section, making it
easy to differentiate from a Transaction Report.
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You can generate a report from multiple places in the
Customer section.
Just look for the Generate Report button on the top
right of the screen.
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If you have any queries or issues, please do not hesitate
to contact our support team
IRL +353 (0) 1 907 5499
UK +44 (0) 20 3564 5695
support@elavonpaymentgateway.com

